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Our ultimate vision is to create a more coherent and
connected chalk downland landscape, addressing
fragmentation through:

(in locations where they historically existed)

• improving condition and
• linking areas through creation of
corridors, buffers and stepping stones.

The three main programmes to meet the project’s main are; Managing,
Learning About and Accessing the OCND. Each programme has been
developed specifically to not only offer new and exciting activities for those
already engaged with their local area but also attract new audiences.

learning

• increasing existing habitats’
size and extent

Chalk grassland is one of Western
Europe’s most rich and diverse
habitats, providing an essential
home to a wide variety of species
unable to survive elsewhere. The
precious patches of chalk grassland
that remain are an extremely
It is recognised that people are
losing connection with their natural important part of our natural
heritage and now more than ever
environment and with it a lack of
understanding and knowledge of
there’s an urgent need to expand
the value of their heritage. For the and protect it for future generations
last two years we’ve been working to enjoy and appreciate.

management

The OCND Project will be delivered
over a four-year life span. Now at the
end of its second year it is important
to reflect on how far we’ve come and
what’s ahead.

to use Downland habitats and
in particular chalk grassland as a
medium to engage and involve a
wide range of audiences.
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Project vision

With such a short period of time
to achieve such an ambitious
vision it is imperative that we
work in collaboration with other
organisations and the public by
providing support, training and
resources to ensure the work
needed to reach our vision is
continued far beyond the
project’s end.

This will improve the long-term viability of species
populations, especially in a changing climate.

MANAGING

LEARNING

ACCESS

access

In every walk with nature one receives
far more than he seeks. John Muir.

Land restoration volunteers

management

The Connectivity Fund has awarded three grants
during year two, covering a wide variety of habitat
improvement activities including:
• Hedgerow restoration
• Access improvement along the North
Downs Way
• Wildflower creation at Trottiscliffe School
and Community Farm Equipment to enable
conservation grazing at the Birling Estate.

This work equates to £16,374

Cattle trough, wildlife
float installed by
volunteers at the Plot
lands in Cobha m

Land surveying & monitoring
Permission has been granted to start surveying
hedgerows throughout the project area which we aim
to complete during years three and four of the project.
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Through our partners Plantlife/Ranscombe Farm, KWT and local
community groups such as the West Kent Downs Countryside
Trust and Medway Valley’s TAG team, volunteers have been
delivering practical conservation work where it is most needed.
The hard work of these volunteers contributed 389 days of work
in this second year, delivering tasks such as clearing scrub and
invasive species, brush cutting, hay raking and creating wildlife
friendly areas in school grounds. This is equivalent to over
£35,633 contributed in kind.
Without volunteers the
environmental sector
would not be able to
protect, conserve and
enhance habitats in such a
meaningful way as it does
now. Follow the link to
learn more about one of
these dedicated groups.

During the last year we were unable to take forward
work on two sites due to reasons beyond our control.
However, the National Trust approached us to carry
out work at two of their sites, Wrotham Water and
Cobham Woods; we are looking forward to the
National Trust becoming a partner. We are working
with another four landowners to further increase the
number of sites benefiting from our funding. This will
bring the number of partner sites to 18.
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Land management activities

We aim to identify those hedgerows that are of
particular importance for wildlife, landscape, cultural
or historical reasons, and so particularly worthy of
protection or conservation.

Wrotha m Water
Hedgerow
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Photos: MVCP TAG, Tree planting
Leybourne Lakes and Brush cutter
volunteer day

To achieve this, we have and will be running hedgerow
survey training for volunteers. We aim to train 12 people
and hope to have at least half assist with the summer
surveys.

Student Bursary and Traineeship

“The children enjoyed themselves
and found evidence of all the plants/
animals. The session was well
organised. Thank you for setting up and
leading the day.”

Plantlife’s ID courses, which took
place at Ranscombe Farm reserve, were
a firm favourite with adult audiences,
averaging 10 participants per session
keen to learn about orchids, bees,
butterflies and beetles.

Family Fun Days run by the KCC
Country Parks education team at
Trosley Country Park continue to
be firm favourites with the public.
The event was well attended and
activities, such as den building, toasted
marshmallows, Arts & Crafts and a
guided walk, were all immensely
popular.

OCND first successful traineeship
recipients, Jess and Andy

I-Spy Days, run by our partners
Medway Valley Countryside
Partnership, were equally popular,
with places booking up quickly but
unfortunately attendee numbers were
low due to poor weather conditions.

To find out more about the traineeships visit
www.oldchalknewdowns.org.uk/action/studentbursary

Volunteer survey scheme training
Nine surveyors underwent training
in Hedgerow and Indicator Species
Surveying. Of the 18 volunteers trained
during years one and two, eight have
signed up to undertake surveys in year
three of the project.
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Bredhurst C of E Primary
School, May 2019

Students
learning about
insects found
in chalk
grassland

Brushcutter skills are essential for
much of the project’s conservation
work. Training sessions continue to be
fully attended with an additional six
volunteers trained during year two.
Five of the now Lantra certificated
volunteers joined us at Trosley Country
Park to put their new skills to the test
assisting in scrub clearance.
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OCND partners were approached
with a proposal for a cross-partner
traineeship programme. The aim
is to give trainees an opportunity
to experience a wide variety of
roles within the conservation
sector, gaining skills which will
benefit their career progression.

KWT and KCC took up the offer:
two traineeships have been
successfully awarded which will
be carried out during year three of
the project.
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The Student bursary scheme saw
little interest throughout the first
two years of the project. It was
agreed with the Heritage Lottery
Fund that a further new initiative
was needed to fulfil the scheme’s
outcomes. A traineeships scheme
for university students and recent
graduates was launched in
May 2019.

Four sessions were run in total
stretching the delivery season from
Spring into Summer and increasing
the number of delivery sites which
now includes Ranscombe Farm Nature
Reserve.
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School seasonal workshops took
place at Burham, Halling, Cuxton and
Bredhurst Primary Schools, with other
schools set to join the scheme. 14
workshops were delivered in total, with
fantastic feedback from the schools.

Chalk Grassland survey training

A more proactive approach has been
taken to raise general awareness of the
project. Pop up stalls at Christchurch
University, lectures at Hadlow College
and presentations to local user
groups have proven to be extremely
successful. As a result of this form of
engagement OCND has engaged with
harder-to-reach user groups such as
the Medway Parkinson’s Association,
and students who were previously
unaware of the project have signed up
to our traineeships programme.

Chalk Grassland survey training
• Amazing session - very informative
- charismatic leader. Children and
adults loved it! Thank you! (Academy of
Cuxton School session)
• A very enjoyable and interesting day there was a lot of activities to try and
woodland to enjoy. Thank you very
much. (Teacher training)
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Promotion from OCND partners
has played a big role in increasing
engagement, taking advantage of

their established captive audience.

Throughout year two OCND has been
collecting feedback to ensure that all
events and training and workshops are
delivered to a high standard and meet
the need of the user. Below is a small
selection of this feedback.
• Very informative, great knowledge of
trainers. Much improvement of plant
I.D - Thank you!! (Hedgerow survey
training)
• Lovely session, I have gained
knowledge! Thanks (Chalk Grassland
Survey Techniques)
• Richard was a great leader, very
knowledgeable and approachable.
Lovely site, lots to look at and learn.
A really enjoyable day. (Wild Orchid
Study Day)
• Excellent presentation. Lovely reserve.
Information readily available from
knowledgeable guides (Beetles of the
downs study day)
• Keep going with the idea's, it’s worth
it and kids really do enjoy it. Thank
you! (Ispy day, Ranscombe Farm
Reserve)
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Social media and OCND’s mailing
list have been the main promotional
avenues. We have seen a steady
growth in social media engagement
with Facebook and Instagram follower
numbers increasing. Facebook
followers have increased from 173 to
215 and page likes from 163 to 201. We
aim to double this during year three,
engaging with a wider ordinance
through partnership engagement
and promotion.

FEEDBACK
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OCND’s website
underwent an accessibility
audit to ensure it met all
standard regulations, in
which several issues were
identified. As a result,
the website homepage
has had a makeover and
the navigation links have
been simplified to make
the website more user
friendly. Visitors to our site
can now use screen reader
on all pages.
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Promotion & Media

Orchid study day

Teacher training workshop

OCND received some very
positive feedback from the horseriding community, which also sent

PROW a thank you hamper for
their fantastic work.
OCND continues to promote the
Downland Protection Initiative
working in collaboration with the
Country Eye app and Kent Police.
Our discs promoting the app have
continued to be posted across the
project area.

S
EVENTS/WALK
Starting the third year with an
engaging active festival to celebrate
chalk downland, our “Walk the Chalk”
walking festival takes a proactive
approach. 14 walks are scheduled to
take place over a three-week period
in June.

• Bat walk
• Birding by ear (private group walk
for the Association for the Blind)
• Dogs on the Downs
• Community wellbeing
• Wildlife wonder
• Scenic long walk

Targeted promotional posters have
been created for each walk in the
hope of attracting local people to
local walks.
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The walks have been created to
encompass different themes and
engage with user groups of all
interests and abilities. The walks have
been graded following the Rambler
Association guidelines to ensure we
have a walking festival for all. Some of
the themes included:
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Through OCND’s work with
Public Rights of Way (PROW),
three public rights of way have
been improved allowing access
to a greater number of users and
making access easier and more
enjoyable.
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Byway KH94, The lighter surface is where the work has been carried out and is
scheduled to be extended in year three, further improving the Byway access
Downs Watch Disc

Losing two partner sites created the
opportunity to reassign funds and we are
now working with an additional six sites
throughout the project area. The capital
works scheme will continue to deliver
habitat improvement initiatives with
the already agreed sites, whilst looking
to engage with further landowners and
creating a more connected landscape.

Year two started with a low number of
school sessions delivered, no uptake on
student bursaries, loss of several capital
work sites and just a few months into
the year, the departure of the project’s
Outreach Officer. The Outreach Officer
position also took over five months to
fill, in which time the team were put
under immense pressure to cover the
role.

MVCP have been delivering engaging
informative school sessions to the

We have extended our school
educational programme to include
Ulcombe Primary School. Anna
Outdoors has come on board to deliver
outdoor educational sessions to the
school. The aim is to take the students
to Trosley Country Park where students
can see habitat conservation first-hand
and learn about their local environment.
The low interest in student bursaries
enabled the team to start a traineeship
programme which has successfully
awarded two traineeships with KWT and
KCC. There is availability to expand the
traineeship with Kent Country Parks and
several other partners who have shown
interest in the programme. Year three
will see the delivery of the traineeships
of which we aim to have five completed
during the year.

The final challenge facing OCND at the
end of year two was the departure of
the Connectivity Officer. The role has
been advertised and we are sure that the
position can be filled.

Before resurfacing

After resurfacing
Evaluation
workshop,
bringing partners
together for the
future of the
project
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Despite such a challenging start,
with assistance from Explore Kent,
OCND partners, recruitment of the
new Outreach Officer and dedicated
volunteers the team have managed to
come together and end the year much
more positively.

already engaged schools, plus the
addition of the Academy of Cuxton
Primary. School sessions are now back
on track and we aim to engage with a
further three schools during years three
and four.
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Year two has seen two staff changes
which has slowed the delivery of
outcomes, although there have been
setbacks, opportunities have presented
themselves and pushed the project
team to be flexible in their approach to
work and overcome the obstacles.

The recruitment of the new Outreach
Officer (now known as the community
engagement officer) has brought a
different approach to community
engagement, implementing different
methods to meet the set outcomes. This
includes the traineeship, an educational
pack for all schools within the project area
which will be completed and distributed
during year three, and direct engagement
through presentations, pop ups and
training/event support for all delivering
partners.

management

Looking out from Boxley Warren

PROW improvements continue
throughout the project,
providing better access for
enjoying the countryside.
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CHALLENGES A
S
OPPORTUNITIE
PLANNING FOR
YEAR THREE
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